Aleph v18 sp 1772 implementation notes

- **Article Type:** General
- **Product:** Aleph
- **Product Version:** 18.01

**Description:**
Change no. 1772 says:

The option to push an item from the ILL module to the Circulation module did not exist. Now it is possible to push an item from the ILL module to the circulation module.

**PC files:**
`.\ill2\bin\ill.exe`

**Implementation notes:**
Add the following line to `.\ill\tab\lng\window.dat`:
`BorRequestList.Btn.PushCirc Pus&h Circ`

Could you clarify which ILL module this is for? The PC files section implies that it is ILL2, as `.\ill2\bin\ill.exe` has changed. But the implementation notes ask us to alter an old ILL window.dat file. Should we actually be altering `.\ill2\tab\lng\` window.dat instead?

I cannot refer to sp_conf to see what has changed, as there are no message.dat or window.dat files in sp_conf in this release. For example, change 1866 asks us to change these two files:

- `alephcom\Tab\Lng\Message.dat`
- `catalog\Tab\Lng\HINT.DAT`

We normally are provided with new versions of the files in sp_conf but this has not happened this time.

**Resolution:**
This fix is related to the ILL2 module. Please update the configuration files for ill2, and I'll ask 2nd line to correct the text of the rep_change as well as check the possibility of adding the configuration files to the next release of the SP.
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